In the midst of an economic crisis leading to extensive cuts in college athletics, at least 38 colleges in the past five years have either added or have plans to add football to their athletic programs. Of particular interest are schools that have traditionally been known as “commuter universities.” In response to increased competition from other colleges, many of these schools are adding football as a part of a larger strategic vision for creating a “better college product.” Using resource-based (Barney, 1991) and institutional theories (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983), this study seeks to understand the strategic arguments used and the benefits sought by universities adding football on their campuses. This study employs qualitative content analysis methodology (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Miles & Huberman, 1994) using publically available football feasibility studies from six NCAA Division I universities that have added (or have advertised plans to add) football over the past five years. Results indicate that football is seen as a vehicle for creating a sense of community and enhancing the institutional value of universities. Results also show that the dominant strategic rationale for adding these football programs is more consistent with institutional than resource-based theory. Implications of such strategy include an overemphasis on sport, and a corresponding lack of attention paid to other more innovative solutions to broader campus issues.

For NCAA Division I college athletic programs, it has become increasingly important for athletic directors and university administrators to use management principles to help create long-term strategies for adding market value, sustainable profits, and increased prestige to their programs and institutions. The competitive marketplace in college athletics, therefore, provides a rich context for examining strategic management in sport and higher education, as well as the issues associated with the short and long term viability of college athletics (particularly football) on college campuses. The purpose of this study is to examine the perceived benefits of football programs to a university and the perspective used in defending or promoting the football program as part of a university’s strategic plans. This study will contribute to theory by examining the kinds of arguments used for adding football in a competitive higher education marketplace. It will contribute to practice by outlining the advantages and disadvantages of adding football, and
showing how institutionalized thinking may preclude the identification of more creative competitive strategies.

Background of College Football

On Saturdays in the fall, hundreds of thousands of students, alumni, and fans gather at stadiums nationwide not only to watch their favorite team play, but also to socialize with fellow supporters of their school in the stands, around tailgates, or even in luxury suites. Student groups, fraternities, and sororities can also be seen socializing with one another and organizing functions around football games. Many organizations, businesses, and university departments use football games to cultivate potential donors or help broker business deals with clients. Over the last twenty to thirty years, the potential for earning millions of dollars from football has grown tremendously.

Football is seen as a major revenue producer for universities large and small, and universities at times go to great lengths to strengthen or improve their football programs. For example, in 2008, the University of Texas football team earned $87.6 million dollars in total revenues, more than any other program in the nation (Maher, 2009). Many schools consider football as a revenue producing sport (along with men’s basketball) that helps provide financial resources for other varsity athletic teams. Thus, athletic departments spend large sums of money on operating expenses for football including coaches salaries, facilities, travel, and recruiting, hoping that their investment will pay off in ticket sales, donations, and merchandise revenue (Roy, Graeff, & Harmon, 2008).

This multimillion dollar annual investment in football, however, is difficult to maintain, even in the best of times. The current economic situation is making it even harder for college athletic departments to sponsor multiple sports, including football. Some schools have opted to raise student fees and provide athletic departments with other subsidies to help continue to field varsity sports (Longman, 2009). Other schools have made substantial cuts. For example, Stanford University recently cut 13% of their athletic staff (FitzGerald, 2009). Harvard University’s $11 billion reduction in their endowment has forced the athletic department to reduce their athletic programs (Lavelle, 2010). The sports usually affected by cuts are nonrevenue programs such as golf, wrestling, and soccer. However, football has not been spared from the recent economic downturn. At season’s end in December 2009, both Northeastern and Hofstra decided to drop their football programs after more than 70 years of competition (Armstrong, 2009). Both schools cited the need to prioritize and redirect resources toward other academic and athletic programs. These and other schools that have chosen not to offer football feel that these financial resources can be better used for other purposes.

Despite the fact that many schools are making difficult decisions regarding cutbacks to athletic budgets, programs, and staff, a number of universities are still considering adding football to their athletic offerings, and university presidents report that they continue to receive pressure from various constituencies to do so (Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, 2009). A newspaper and internet search revealed that at least 38 universities in the past five years have either added or have begun planning to add football to their athletic programs, including those at NCAA Divisions I, II, & III, and NAIA-affiliated institutions as shown in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>First Season</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anna Maria College</td>
<td>Paxton, MA</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker College</td>
<td>Leicester, MA</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham-Southern College</td>
<td>Birmingham, AL</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell University</td>
<td>Buies Creek, NC</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castleton State College</td>
<td>Castleton, VT</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland State University</td>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State Univ.—Pueblo</td>
<td>Pueblo, CO</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia University Ann Arbor</td>
<td>Ann Arbor, MI</td>
<td>NAIA</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dordt College</td>
<td>Sioux Center, IA</td>
<td>NAIA</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finlandia University</td>
<td>Hancock, MI</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallaudet University</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia State University</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand View University</td>
<td>Des Moines, IA</td>
<td>NAIA</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrix College</td>
<td>Conway, AR</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Christian University</td>
<td>Grayson, KY</td>
<td>NAIA</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaGrange College</td>
<td>LaGrange, GA</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Erie College</td>
<td>Painesville, OH</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamar University</td>
<td>Beaumont, TX</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeMoyne-Owen College</td>
<td>Memphis, TN</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln University</td>
<td>Oxford, PA</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Wilson College</td>
<td>Columbia, KY</td>
<td>NAIA</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marian College</td>
<td>Indianapolis, IN</td>
<td>NAIA</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina Wesleyan</td>
<td>Rocky Mount, NC</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame College</td>
<td>South Euclid, OH</td>
<td>NAIA</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Dominion University</td>
<td>Norfolk, VA</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific University</td>
<td>Forest Grove, OR</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation College</td>
<td>Aberdeen, SD</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seton Hill University</td>
<td>Greensburg, PA</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent College</td>
<td>Latrobe, PA</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevenson University</td>
<td>Owings Mills, MD</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY Maritime College</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The College of St. Scholastica</td>
<td>Duluth, MN</td>
<td>NCAA Division III</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ. of Texas at San Antonio</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of New Haven</td>
<td>West Haven, CT</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ. of North Carolina at Charlotte</td>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Pembroke</td>
<td>Pembroke, NC</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of South Alabama</td>
<td>Mobile, AL</td>
<td>NCAA Division I—FCS</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of the Incarnate Word</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
<td>NCAA Division II</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Colleges and universities are creating football exploration committees and even contracting with consulting companies that generate football feasibility studies that have cost as much as $65,000 (Grillo, 2007). Clearly the effort and investment required to explore adding football during this economic climate shows that some university trustees, presidents, and other influential parties see football as a potential asset that can benefit the entire institution.

**Beyond Finances: Multiple Benefits of Football**

While financial benefits may provide the primary impetus for developing football programs, there may be some additional benefits that this sport brings (or is perceived to bring) to campus. Student recruitment, media exposure, and increased prestige are some of the common benefits that are attributed to big time college football (Roy, et al., 2008). Football has also been thought to rally a community of students, faculty/staff, alumni, and area residents around a common cause: victory for their alma mater or favorite college team (Toma, 2003).

Both tangible and intangible benefits from football can affect the status and viability of the universities in which they reside. Kretchmar (2009) referred to these perceived benefits among others as *institutional values*. Institutional values can sometimes be emphasized more in athletics-related decision-making than their counterpart, identified by Kretchmar as *educational values*. Educational values are associated with the lessons and skills that are learned from participating in sport—from training, practicing, competing, traveling together, and so on (Kretchmar, 2009). While football may be, and usually is, used to enhance both types of value, either institutional or educational values may take precedence. Kretchmar argued that institutional ends often trump educational objectives, particularly when other sports are cut while additional resources are funneled into football and basketball. But the fact remains that football is commonly associated with powerful institutional values. For Presidents who have to worry about the welfare of their institutions, the addition of football (even during economic downturns) may still emerge as a promising, and perhaps even necessary, strategic option.

While many different types of colleges and universities are looking to add football, of particular interest is a sector of schools that have traditionally been known as “commuter universities” (e.g., Georgia State in Atlanta, GA, The University of Texas at San Antonio). These schools are typically urban or suburban and attract local students, but they do not provide many of the on-campus amenities found at so-called residential universities. Commuter universities typically do not have a great proportion of students who live on or around campus, but rather accommodate individuals who commute from work and residences in the surrounding areas. With a lower number of students on campus during the evenings and weekends, fewer traditional campus activities are offered compared with residential universities.

With more online and community colleges also attracting students, these commuter universities are facing increasing levels of competition. One response to this competition has been to increase efforts to enhance the campus experience. Accordingly, some of these schools are adding or planning to add football as a part of a larger strategic effort to create a “better college product” for potential consumers. That is, football is perceived by some to be a tool for gaining a competitive advantage in a crowded college marketplace (Roy, et al., 2008; Smart &
Wolfe, 2000). This fact raises two important issues that will receive attention in this article. First, it is important to understand the perceived benefits associated with a football program. Or to put the matter in the form of a question, in what specific ways is football perceived to enhance the overall college product?

A second, but related issue is the strategic rationale for adding football. Management literature speaks to two theories that provide explanations for the implementation of competitive organizational strategies. One of them, the resource-based view (RBV), suggests that organizations seek to find resources that are valuable and hard to imitate to gain a competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). Under this view (which is more thoroughly outlined in the subsequent section), one would expect to see colleges looking for ways not just to add football, but to make it distinct, nonimitable, and aligned with other campus strategies geared toward attracting students. Another approach called Institutional Theory, suggests that organizations add a resource if they feel that other organizations offer it, and that any failure to follow suit puts them at a competitive disadvantage (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Goff, 2000). Under this theory, one would expect efforts to be made not at distinction or strategic integration, but at adding the resource with minimum cost (Goff, 2000).

When a RBV perspective is used, organizations can often grow in their creativity and new products or resources often blossom from innovative thinking (Barney, 1991). Colleges who adopt this perspective may find new ways to enhance their student experience via football or other strategic means. On the other hand, when an institutional perspective is used, creativity is often stifled, and organizations can become myopic in their thinking. Colleges who adopt this perspective may close off options for other solutions for enhancing campus life by adopting or copying practices that are already in place at other schools. While some have suggested that football is or can be used as a new and creative strategic resource on college campuses (e.g., Goff, 2000; Roy et al., 2008), we will argue that in most cases adding football has become attractive for reasons supported more by institutional theory than a resource-based view. This has the effect, among other things, of stifling innovation and creativity in looking for ways to enhance institutional and educational value on campus.

**Theoretical Framework: Strategic Management**

Admittedly, higher education is more than a business, and marketplace advantages over other academic institutions can be gained in ways that are compatible or incompatible with core values and purposes of higher education. Nevertheless, such strategic positioning is essential for college and university administrators. Leaders of institutions must look at potential assets like football in ways that transcend their purely educational value. As noted, one such perspective on strategic management is identified as the resource-based view (RBV). RBV has its roots in economic and business literature seeking to explain success in terms of capabilities or assets that are specific to a firm or organization. As explained above, according to the RBV (Barney, 1991), firms identify and use a particular resource to gain a sustainable competitive advantage over other firms in their particular marketplace. That is, RBV theorists argue that the key to gaining an advantage over other firms is to possess and deploy certain key resources in the marketplace (Fahy, 2000). Not every resource, however, is considered a key competitive resource. Barney
(1991) stated that resources must be valuable, rare, hard to imitate, and not substitutable. Similarly, Fahy (2000) argued that advantage-creating resources include not only the resources themselves, but also their specific characteristics and the implementation thereof.

One example of the application of RBV to college athletics can be found in Smart and Wolfe’s (2000) research where the authors argued that athletic programs in and of themselves were not a source of sustainable competitive advantage. Rather certain elements in the appropriation of teams were able to create an advantage, elements that were perceived as valuable by the consumer, that were not easy to replicate, and that were relatively rare. Such resources are difficult both to find and implement. Particularly in this tight economy, universities seeking a competitive edge among their peers by adding and deploying football on their campuses, yet without ensuring that their product is valuable, rare, and nonimitable, will probably not gain a competitive advantage. Those resources, it can be argued, could be used more effectively elsewhere.

For strategic growth in a field or industry, using a resource-based view, firms must find a balance between effectively using the resources they already have and developing new resources (Wernerfelt, 1984). Current resources can and should be reinvented and transformed to help maintain effectiveness (Auh & Menguc, 2009). For example, universities may see the addition of football as a way to create a new resource while continuing to employ current athletic, academic and social resources to recruit students, earn prestige, and/or build a sense of community. Thus football would be integrated into an overall strategic plan using both new and current resources.

While RBV is a useful conceptual framework for analyzing the addition of football programs at colleges and universities, strategic implementation based on this theory has its limitations. One of the strengths of strategy based on RBV thinking is that it promotes the creation of resources (in this case new football programs) that enhance competitive advantage. Another strength is that firms (e.g., universities) can transform their image with the addition of a resource like a football team. An RBV strategy can also help an organization, particularly at the institutional level, create a unique position or niche within their industry.

However, RBV based strategies also introduce some challenges. For example, adding a new resource can be risky. If a school or an organization decides to add a major component as a new resource, and if that new component fails (including a lack of buy-in from important stakeholders), then the organization will have wasted much time, money, and effort. In addition, administrators and leaders may have to spend yet even more time and money to correct their mistake and change strategic directions.

Another weakness of RBV specifically with regard to football programs is that other universities may be able to accomplish the same objectives (e.g., build a sense of community, build prestige, or recruit students) using other resources (Priem & Butler, 2001). This becomes problematic if those other strategies are more effective at achieving the objectives and/or less expensive to implement. Last, RBV strategies are challenging because as the resource at issue becomes more imitable, it loses its distinct advantage and uniqueness. While it may be a testament to a football program’s success and a compliment when imitated, over time the asset becomes less valuable because other universities are able to copy it for themselves.
Unlike RBV, which stresses economic rational choices, institutional theory is characterized by normative rational choices (Oliver, 1997). According to Auh and Menguc (2009), institutional theory suggests that the actions of organizations are “shaped by social influences and pressures to conform” (p. 758). In addition, institutional theory argues that organizations are likely to become increasingly similar in structure, culture, and output as the result of coercive, mimetic, and normative isomorphic pressures (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Thus, when organizations find a “key resource” it is often copied by other organizations until it becomes institutionalized. At this point other organizations may feel coerced to adopt that practice or resource whether it is efficient or optimal for their particular circumstances. These organizations adopt the practice to maintain a sense of legitimacy and maintain or enhance prestige in their respective field or industry. In a sense, institutional theory suggests that organizations do not so much pursue competitive advantage, but seek to minimize competitive disadvantage. Such could be the case with college football. Its presence does not create an advantage over a nearby school, particularly one that also has football. But its absence may create a perception that it is not a fully legitimate or complete university. If it does not offer its students the opportunity to play or watch football, a major part of what is valuable about college life in the United States will be missing. The normative pressure to conform is considerable.

An example of the application of institutional theory in sport lies in Kikulis’s (2000) research on governance changes in national sport organizations. Kikulis argued that pressure from the government, legal organizations, and the Canadian people influenced the changes that national sport organizations (NSO’s) made to earn a sense of legitimacy and competency. As the organizations began to grow in size, more organizational structure was needed and the different NSO’s began to see the advantage of becoming more structured with a volunteer board and a paid executive to help make important decisions. Thus, there was pressure for other NSO’s to align with current industry trends, and soon all the NSO’s adopted similar structures without regard to the effectiveness of that structure for their particular organization or situation.

This process can also be seen in universities that are contemplating the addition of football. Current students and alumni want to attend football games and socialize at these events. Board members and administrators hope to earn additional revenue through the sport. Admissions officers expect to receive more applications because of the addition of a football team. When supporters of a college without football watch a peer institution with football seemingly flourish, they may well conclude that the perceived disadvantage needs to be eliminated. There are a number of potential advantages and disadvantages of decision-making based on institutional theory. One advantage is that institutional theory can identify best practices for a certain field or industry. When one organization is doing well by using a particular practice, other firms can mimic that practice and boost their performance. For instance, in college athletics, a number of “best practices” related to department structure, operations, and compliance have been identified.

One prime example is related to game day security at on-campus athletic venues. Currently, facility managers of major stadiums can use a 38 point checklist for game-day security operations that was developed in the years following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 (Pantera et al., 2003). Institutionalization can also help establish standards or benchmarks against which organizations can measure themselves. For instance, most universities submit to an external accreditation
process to show others that they meet minimum standards in education and are accountable for their commitment to higher education (Harvey, 2004).

However, one of the major disadvantages to institutionalization is that it may lead to a lack of creativity and increased homogeneity among similar institutions. This can ultimately lead to stagnation and decline within an industry (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Kikulis, 2000). If all universities looked the same and developed the exact same athletic department model, then there would be nothing unique and it would be quite difficult for anyone to gain a competitive advantage in terms of university athletics. In addition, if the major investment of adding football is perceived as the only way to build a sense of community or increase university prestige, then it may stifle the creative thinking of other methods for building community and may limit the resources to fund future community building initiatives.

Another disadvantage is that institutionalization can make it difficult for organizations to make a drastic policy or structural change even if it is ethically correct. For instance, in the southern region of the United States, it took many years of slow change before many universities allowed African Americans to play college football due to institutionalization and social pressures for conformity to the status quo of segregating blacks and whites (Borucki, 2003).

Considering the major investment involved in starting a football program at a university, and the large number of schools who are undertaking this endeavor even in an unfavorable economic climate, it is important to understand the factors underlying these decisions from a strategic perspective. Many university presidents and administrators believe that football can provide major benefits to their university. Exactly what are these benefits and how certain are these universities about actually reaping these them? Why are these benefits so important and is football the only (or best) method for achieving these benefits? Toward the ultimate strategic end of maintaining growth and vibrancy in college athletics, it is important to understand if these motivations are driven by a need to gain a competitive advantage or merely a way of universities to keep up with the status quo.

**Method**

**Sample**

The sample frame for this study included all NCAA Division I schools that added (or considered adding) football over the past five years. Division I offers the highest level of competition in all of college sports and requires the greatest financial investment for the purpose of funding teams. Eight Division I level universities in the past five years have explored and/or made the decision to add football to their athletic program (see Table 1). The football feasibility studies from six of the eight universities were acquired through inquiry and public records. These included Cleveland State University in Cleveland, OH (Carnegie = Doctoral/Research Universities), Georgia State University in Atlanta, GA (Carnegie = Research Universities), University of South Alabama (South Alabama or USA) in Mobile, AL (Carnegie = Master’s Colleges and Universities), Old Dominion University (ODU) in Norfolk, VA (Carnegie = Research Universities), The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (UNC Charlotte; Carnegie = Doctoral/Research Universities) and The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA; Carnegie = Master’s Colleges and Universities). These are all public universities that offer bachelors, masters,
and doctoral degrees and have substantial undergraduate enrollments (Carnegie Classifications for enrollment profile range from Majority Undergraduate to Very High Undergraduate). These universities were all established during the 20th century and each has between 14,000 and 30,000 students currently enrolled. All are located in urban or suburban settings and, with the exception of UNC Charlotte, all carry a Carnegie Classification for size and setting of L4/NR, that is, large four year, primarily nonresidential institutions.

**Procedure**

Qualitatively oriented content analysis was employed to assess the perceived benefits of football on campus and the strategic rationale used to substantiate the feasibility of such additions. In this analysis we present a picture of strategies employed by several universities and the way they understand and communicate these strategies. It is important to note that this study is not aimed at testing hypotheses or creating statistical inferences from the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994), but in exploring reasons cited by universities for adding football and how such thinking shapes and constrains their strategic planning as an organization. Each feasibility study was carefully reviewed and coded for themes related to benefits and strategy. While the feasibility studies were contracted with outside vendors and likely contain some voice of the preparer, according to the methodological sections of these analyses, the reports reflect and represent the voices, attitudes, and perspectives of critical stakeholders on each campus.

Thus, this source of data represents an available, condensed and compiled version of the shared perspectives regarding the desirability and feasibility of football on campus (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000).

Using procedures outlined by Carley (1993), the analysis of phrases was preferred over individual word counts or frequencies because they better capture broader themes related to values and strategies. Previous literature has identified at least five such themes related to benefits of college football: financial contributions, prestige, sense of community, media exposure, and student recruitment (Goff, 2000; Roy, et al., 2008; Sperber, 2001; Toma, 2003; Zimbalist, 1999). Table 2 displays the definitions of each benefit and a sample phrase that was coded accordingly. Utilizing these concepts, and with openness to other potential benefits that might emerge from the data, individual phrases from each feasibility study were coded and the frequency of each concept was recorded as it appeared in the document (Carley, 1993; Neuman, 2000). The frequency of each of the concepts (by phrase) was recorded for each university and those results were aggregated for the overall study. The counting of concepts helps demonstrate their relative importance, yet is not used for statistical inferences (Berleson, 1952).

Qualitative content analysis of phrases was also used to detect themes regarding strategic orientation, that is, RBV or institutionalization. As reviewed in the theoretical framework, it was assumed that the universities under investigation adopted one of these two strategic perspectives. Using these two themes, phrases from each feasibility study were coded and the frequency of each theme was recorded to demonstrate its relative importance to the overall strategic decision and to understand the rationale for adding football on campus. The frequency of the themes was recorded for each university and those results were aggregated for the overall study. Sample statements reflecting each theme are presented in Table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Benefit (Code)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sense of Community (SOC)</td>
<td>The perceived benefit that sport and football in particular bring numerous people together to form a group that develops cultural norms and traditions.</td>
<td>“The representatives envisioned the football program as the tool that would bring the student body together for a common cause and help cultivate the culture of GSU into a ‘real university’.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Benefit (FIN)</td>
<td>The perceived benefit that sport and football in particular can add additional revenue streams and increases donations to the university.</td>
<td>“Alumni donations to a school are very important, and are critical to the success of a football program. Almost fifty percent of the alumni said they would be willing to give financial contributions to the school to help support a football program during the first five years.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestige (PRES)</td>
<td>The perceived benefit that sport and football in particular can enhance the prestige and create a more favorable perception of the university.</td>
<td>“Consistently it was express that football would help increase the public perception that UNC Charlotte is a great institution.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Exposure (ME)</td>
<td>The perceived benefit that sport and football in particular can increase coverage and promotion of the university through multiple forms of media.</td>
<td>“Recognition of the University can also be enhanced nationally through having successful sports teams. Participation in a new conference, the Colonial Athletic Association, starting in fall 2005, will provide exposure to Georgia State in the large media markets of Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Recruitment (SR)</td>
<td>The perceived benefit that sport and football in particular can increase student applications, enrollment, and attract more athletes.</td>
<td>“Sixty-nine percent of the faculty believe that a football program will help student recruitment at the University.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The feasibility studies were coded manually by one researcher, and spot coded by the second researcher to check for interrater reliability of coding—both in frequency and in meaning and interpretation of phrases (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Neuman, 2000). Coding and themes were discussed until complete agreement was reached. All data were then entered into a spreadsheet to assist with sorting and calculating frequencies of the themes.

### Results

**Perceived Benefits**

The thorough content analysis of the feasibility studies showed that sense of community was the leading perceived benefit of adding a college football program. This theme was mentioned 68 times throughout all of the feasibility studies and also led the frequency count of all themes for four of the six universities studied. Student recruitment was the next most mentioned perceived benefit, appearing 31 times throughout the feasibility studies. Financial gain was third (appearing 28 times), followed by prestige (26 times), and media exposure (19 times).

Sense of community was a dominant theme overall and the most frequently mentioned value in the feasibility studies for Georgia State University, UNC Charlotte, University of South Alabama, and Cleveland State University. In contrast to these four universities, Old Dominion University’s rationale mentioned sense of community twice, but had five mentions each of financial and prestige benefits. UTSA mentioned prestige benefits five times compared with only four mentions of sense of community.

The universities studied felt, in general, that football could provide a stronger sense of community and create a more energetic atmosphere on campus. Georgia State’s study stated, “College football programs can play a large role in building a sense of identity generating excitement for/about a school” (pp. 4, Section 3). It
also stated, “A football program can provide national exposure for the University and develop a sense of community and school spirit among members of the student body” (C.H. Johnson Consulting, 2006, pp. 7, Section 3). South Alabama’s President felt that a football program and a school marching band “…serve as a catalyst for a wide range of student life activities, from tailgating to homecoming to any number of related experiences” (University of South Alabama, 2007a). Meanwhile, Cleveland State’s feasibility study suggested that, “…football presents the opportunity to provide an enhanced student experience and create an engaged community of students, faculty, staff, alumni, and external community members” (Cleveland State University, 2009, p. 3). Essentially these schools felt that football would enhance student life on campus and also draw alumni and people from the surrounding community to the university (at least on football game days). This enhancement was viewed as a way to make their university more residential and thereby more attractive to nonlocal students.

While sense of community was the most dominant theme, student recruitment was also a major motivation for adding a football program. Facing competition with other schools in their respective states, these universities felt that football would allow them to recruit more men to their university (to try out for and/or play football) and also attract more students in general. UNC Charlotte wanted to use football to connect to potential applicants and argued that “Many applicants and alumni are drawn to universities with football teams in search of the excitement of attending games and other activities” (University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 2008, p. 3). Old Dominion University’s survey (n = 4,000) revealed that over 80% of survey respondents felt that football would enhance ODU’s ability to recruit students and student athletes (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2005). These feasibility studies argued that prospective students and student-athletes (football and nonfootball) are attracted by major football programs, and that both applications and enrollment would increase as a result of adding a team.

The universities in this study also indicated that the addition of a football team could garner increased media exposure for the athletic program and the university as a whole. They felt that football programs would receive opportunities to be featured locally and regionally on television, radio, internet sites, and newspapers. UNC Charlotte said, “The addition of football can be a significant element in the branding of the University. Further, successful Division I-A and competitive play at higher levels attracts national attention” (University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 2008, p. 4). This media exposure was also perceived to be related to revenue generation. Georgia State expressed, “The increased energy and attention generated from a significant program expansion should benefit all of the teams, and all of the teams must contribute to the effort to generate audience, revenue and publicity” (C.H. Johnson Consulting, 2006, p. 4 [Section 2]). Thus universities could leverage football to thrust themselves into the media spotlight, and the ensuing recognition that would come from it.

Most of the universities felt that adding a football program would enhance the prestige of the university. UTSA stated that, “increased media exposure [from football] should enhance the University’s image and recognition” (Carr Sports Associates, 2006, p. 5). The universities generally sought to be held in a higher regard by other institutions and their surrounding community. UNC Charlotte’s feasibility study stated, “…football would help increase the public perception that
Becoming a “Real University”

UNC Charlotte is a great institution.” (University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 2008, p. 4). Typically the universities in the study, sought to use football as a way to enhance the perception of the school as a “real university” in the eyes of consumers, potential students, and the community at-large.

In addition to the intangible benefits of adding football, these universities also desired financial benefits. They saw football as a vehicle to increase athletic revenues and increase gifts and donations to the school. “UTSA anticipates that Division I-AA and especially I-A competition would draw increased [financial] support from alumni, the corporate sector, and the community at-large” (Carr Sports Associates, 2006, p. 5). At Cleveland State, the university argued that “FCS football is economically feasible...[and] data from similar universities demonstrates the financial feasibility of adding football” (Cleveland State University, 2009, p. 4). Thus, not only did universities think they could afford to add a major college football program, but they also saw it as a way to bring in additional monies to their universities.

**Strategic Motivation**

As for the strategic motivations behind adding football, the feasibility studies indicated phrases related both to a deficit reduction (institutionalization) and a strategic resource (RBV) approach. Phrases indicating a strategic resource approach were found 19 times through the feasibility studies. While not the dominant theme in the feasibility studies, it was still mentioned by most of the schools. For example, Georgia State University noted, “A case can be made that the energy devoted to and generated by athletics can be a real asset to the ‘collegiate’ aspirations expressed in the University’s Strategic Plan...” (C.H. Johnson Consulting, 2006, pp. 3, Section 2). Clearly the language in the statement displays Georgia State’s desire to leverage this resource for the perceived benefits the university desires. The University of South Alabama stated, “...a football program would provide the University a venue through which it could create a marching band program and other student life programs deemed desirable by current and potential students as an outlet for their interest and talents, as well as a public point of pride for their institution...” (University of South Alabama, 2007b, p. 1). Cleveland State University said, “The addition of football would complement the department’s other 17 sports and would not detract from existing investments in those sports” (Cleveland State University, 2009, p. 4). Thus, the universities considered football as a resource that could be strategically leveraged for additional ends.

Phrases that characterized institutionalization or a “keeping up with the Joneses” approach were found 32 times in the feasibility studies. UTSA and UNC Charlotte mentioned these kinds of strategic factors most prominently. For example, in UTSA’s feasibility study, it stated, “The athletics competitive market also involves the actual sports contests. The strong desire to win and gain recognition drives the upward spiral of emphasis and expense in salaries, capital outlay and operations.” (University of Texas at San Antonio, 2007, p. 5). Schools like UTSA that are involved in NCAA Division I athletics are under pressure to remain competitive athletically with schools in their conferences and division level; they need increasing financial resources to continue to recruit talented athletes and coaches and build a better athletic infrastructure. Georgia State also stated that “Competing
in Division IAA [now FBS], in the CAA (Colonial Athletic Association), would give the opportunity to compete for a national championship with like-minded programs (C.H. Johnson Consulting, 2006, p. 4). Even though Georgia State currently competes for national championships with similar programs in other sports, football is perceived as having the most prestige and the university feels that the addition of football will allow them to keep pace with other peer universities at the Division I level.

The reports also indicated that the schools felt disadvantaged by not having a football team at their respective universities. For example, UNC Charlotte provided five (5) ramifications of not adding a football program: 1) lack of conference expansion (that is dependent on the potential of increased revenues from football playoff television contracts), 2) possible backlash from alumni who strongly desire a football program, 3) lack of connections to alumni, 4) restricted growth of the athletic program (due to a lack of athletic prestige relative to the academic rigors of the university), and 5) lack of an opportunity to draw the surrounding community to the campus (University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 2008). Thus, universities are feeling pressure to conform not only to student and alumni expectations, but also to the expectations and motivations of schools in their athletic conferences and geographical area. For example, Georgia State University felt that their location in downtown Atlanta, GA near Georgia Tech and within driving distance from the University of Georgia forced them to consider adding football to help their university grow in prominence from an academic and cultural perspective (C.H. Johnson Consulting, 2006). To remain competitive (both on and off the athletic field) with their more prestigious and popular peer institutions, universities like Georgia State, UTSA, and Old Dominion are feeling the pressure to add football.

**Discussion**

The narratives and themes that emerged from the football feasibility studies raise awareness of universities’ strategic motivations and the most influential factors in their decisions to add a NCAA Division I level football programs to their athletic departments. The types of benefits revealed in this study were fairly consistent with those in other studies (e.g., Roy et al., 2008). Certainly the abundance of these benefits suggests that football is perceived by the institution as being a worthwhile addition to a university’s athletic department. Most of the universities in the study felt that the potential benefits—both monetary and nonmonetary—generated by football justified the financial costs associated with the implementation and maintenance of a Division I program. Thus, many of these commuter universities thought that adding football was the best strategy for elevating them to the status of a “real university.”

Commuter schools obviously are feeling the pressures to conform to the perceived higher standards and prestige of noncommuter schools. Athletic program offerings and the competitiveness of those offerings are often a perceived as an area of disparity between these nonresidential schools and more “complete” campuses. The presidents and board members of commuter universities seem to think that athletics can provide benefits and improve their reputation more readily than other potential strategic initiatives. They also indicate that initially enhancing athletics will
eventually aid academics due to the prestige, increased marketing, and increased funding generated by a strong athletic program (cf., Roy et al.; 2008; Zimbalist, 1999). While some commuter schools have increased their on-campus housing to encourage more students to reside on campus (e.g., Old Dominion, UTSA), they also seem to think that a football program will incentivize campus residence and provide the “complete” campus experience for these residential students. Thus, not only will current students be more satisfied with their college experience, but also more prospective students will be attracted to the university.

Though there were multiple perceived benefits of adding a football program, including financial gain, the overwhelming benefit mentioned was the creation of sense of community (SOC) on campus. All of the schools in this study are, in one way or another, in transition from commuter to residential campuses. They want to keep current students living on campus longer, and they want to attract more students who would consider going to a more residential campus. In the minds of the administrators and boards of these universities, they appear to think that football is the best method (or at least one of the best methods) for creating a sense of community that is currently lacking on campus and will bring students, alumni, faculty, staff, and the surrounding community together.

The fact that sense of community was mentioned as a perceived benefit was not necessarily surprising. However, the fact that it was the primary benefit for the group of universities in this study was quite interesting and indicates a departure from the economic and visibility arguments that have dominated previous discussion of the benefits of football (Roy, et al., 2008; Sperber, 2001).

Another interesting finding was the fact that student recruitment was the second most mentioned perceived benefit in all of the feasibility studies. In previous literature, student recruitment was one of the least mentioned perceived benefits of a major college football program (Roy, et al., 2008; Zimbalist, 1999). The universities in this study clearly perceive a need to boost overall applications and enrollment and also possibly attract more males to their campuses either as potential student-athletes or students with an interest in football and major college athletics. The rationale behind adding football for student recruitment seems to be that administrators think that students who have a choice of attending their school or another school that is equal in academic prestige tend to choose the school that offers them the best chance at experiencing college football and athletics in a positive social setting. Thus, if they do not offer football, they are at a recruiting disadvantage relative to those schools that do. These public institutions also may feel pressure to increase enrollment to garner more tuition monies and thereby justify increased funding from the state for academic programs.

Quite surprisingly, the feasibility studies were also completely lacking in discussion or even mention of the educational benefits of football programs. In fact, if one did not know that these were feasibility studies for universities, one would have no indication that they were dealing with matters related to education at all. The reports indicate that universities benefit from football in ways that are not directly related to the educational purpose of the university (such as prestige, monetary benefits from multiple related revenue streams, and improved student recruitment). No mention was made of the potential educational benefits that might accrue to the football players themselves. While attracting more students could increase quality of students who can contribute to the campus educationally, and
while attracting revenues may eventually trickle down to direct educational benefits, it is clear that these feasibility studies are about increasing institutional, not educational value at these universities (cf., Kretchmar, 2009). Using football for institutional, as opposed to educational enhancements, raises a host of questions about the fit between business and educational objectives and problems associated with this mixed model.

Regarding the strategic motivation and direction for adding football, the institutions use both resource-based view (RBV) and institutional arguments as justification for the possible implementation of the sport. However, the missing elements and themes in the feasibility studies provided just as much insight as the themes that were well represented. For example, while both strategic arguments were present in the feasibility studies, a lack of specific directives for the type of football team, the quality, and the possible strategic niche was apparent. Most schools simply expressed a desire to have a football team and compete in the Football Championship Subdivision with the possibility of moving up to the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS). Given the depth of the feasibility studies, it was surprising to find that there was no specific definition of a style of play or type of coach they wanted to pursue, or even a unique game day atmosphere that they wanted to create around the football team. Smart and Wolfe’s (2000) research suggested that these kinds of elements (a specific style or coach or experience) were the kinds of factors that gave football programs a competitive advantage. If the universities in the study were truly approaching this decision from an RBV perspective, then one would expect more specific language in the studies about how football would create a specific niche and how it would differentiate itself from other schools. The differentiation would give the school a competitive edge because that school would have a resource that was unique and difficult to duplicate (cf. Barney, 1991). While the universities could have used stadium sites and facilities as well as coaching and/or game day atmosphere as points of differentiation that would set them apart from other universities, they failed to include any language that would support a RBV strategy. While the universities seemed to use this view as a justification for creating a football program, the absence of supporting strategic details reinforce the idea that this was clearly the minority strategy.

Approaching the arguments that the universities used to justify football from an institutional view, one would expect to see an emphasis on the areas of need or deficit for each school, and potential alternate solutions for addressing these areas. For instance, if there were a need to create a greater sense of community at the university, there may be multiple ways to accomplish this goal besides football (e.g., more social space for students, informal classes and activities that bring together students and community members, residential housing philosophy changes). It is unclear from their studies whether these universities tried these options and failed or whether they simply overlooked any alternate solutions. This lack of clarity also makes it difficult to determine whether increased pressure to add football was placed on the administration by trustees, donors, alumni, current students, or others.

It is also unclear if the football strategies will be the most effective ones. For example, if the universities want to attract more male students to the university, it is not a foregone conclusion that football is the best and most cost-effective way to achieve this end. Or, if these institutions are seeking ways to make themselves more attractive in a competitive educational marketplace, one could ask why there
is not more emphasis on educational, rather than athletic initiatives? Yet, in the feasibility studies the universities did not raise these questions or analyze alternative solutions. The narratives, at the very least, could have provided other methods for solving problems such as enhancing the sense of community through other athletic programs already on campus, creating better facilities, adopting a better marketing and promotions strategy, or even possibly changing athletic conferences. Instead, football is identified as the cure-all for the universities’ issues.

This can be problematic for universities because it fosters myopic thinking regarding solutions to key university issues. This myopic behavior imitates the actions of other schools rather than motivating and utilizing the creativity of university personnel to address the challenges of the university in a competitive marketplace. If sponsoring football at a large commuter campus turns out to be a “best practice,” such conformist thinking will turn out to be shrewd strategy. If it is not, a school will have wasted valuable time and other resources that could have been put to better use in their unique situation.

An additional point of discussion is that the stated versus real motives for adding football cannot be ascertained through the method used in this study. One must assume that the feasibility studies represent the true intentions of the institution. It is possible, however, that presidents and other stakeholders may have additional motives or hidden agendas that were not made public, as university presidents must deal with the pressures of moving forward with these decisions despite conflicting motives by external stakeholders such as board members and boosters (Knight Commission (2009). Thus, the immediate causes for studying the feasibility of adding football may transcend the values identified in this study. Feasibility studies, in fact, may be exercises related to decisions that, for the most part, have already been made, given the pressures that presidents face. Nevertheless, these pressures are exerted by individuals who perceive value in athletics generally and football specifically. These individuals too may be thinking primarily in RBV or institutional terms.

Another item deserves mention. Strikingly, the feasibility studies contained very little discussion regarding the possible negative consequences of adding a football team. Narratives provided extensive detail regarding the possible benefits from a football program, but they seemed to gloss over possible problems such as the difficulty of managing in excess of one hundred male athletes, escalating costs of operating football in the long term, increased student binge drinking on game day, and student perceptions of special treatment of football players (Bormann & Stone, 2001; Glassman, Werch, Jobli, & Bian, 2007; Rees & Schnepel, 2009). In short these studies did not underline the fact that it may not always be wise or fiscally responsible for universities to try to “Keep up with the Jones.”

Interestingly, as stated earlier, this may also be why so much of the discussion on the benefits of football in these reports is focused on creating a sense of community rather than the financial benefits accrued from adding football on campus. Like many economic impact arguments surrounding sport events and facilities, universities may be realizing that their constituents are not buying in to the financial arguments in support of football. As Howard and Crompton (2004) argue, “Increased public skepticism with the contention that substantial economic returns accrue from such investments does not necessarily mean subsidies should not be forthcoming. Rather, it means the proponents of public subsidies are required to demonstrate that
there are alternate sources of spillover benefits that justify them” (p. 161). In other
words, can a university’s annual subsidy of over $2 million to athletics be justified
on grounds other than economic impact? In these feasibility studies, the sense of
community, media exposure, and other indirect benefits of football are certainly
being touted as important, maybe even critical, justifications for the addition of
football, perhaps because these benefits are the most important to the university
as a whole, or perhaps because they are the most palatable.

**Conclusion and Directions for Future Research**

This study examined the strategic motives and perceived benefits sought by NCAA
Division I universities when adding football to their commuter campuses. While the
content analysis revealed that there were instances of RBV and institutionalization,
there was no one clear strategic motivation for the addition of football. However,
it appeared that institutionalization was a greater factor for universities than RBV.
Many of the peer institutions of the universities in this study either had football in
place or were making plans to add football. Thus, when these universities observed
others going through this process, it provided strong impetus for them also to
pursue the same strategy.

In terms of future directions for research, a longitudinal study of these uni-
versities would definitely broaden the understanding of the issue. For example, it
would be informative to follow-up with the universities (e.g., interview or survey
administrators, faculty, athletic staff, and students and/or conduct economic
impact analyses) to determine how successful they were in adding football and test
whether they were able to reap the benefits they perceived they would. Most often
universities invest considerable effort in examining the feasibility with no review
or evaluation after implementation; this would be an insightful area of inquiry. In
addition, while the sample size for this study was purposive in investigating schools
of similar size and market niche, such a design limited the sample size and scope.
It may add value to investigate other schools in Division II and III of the NCAA
and possibly NAIA schools to examine similarities/differences in the perceived
benefits of football. Finally, to examine the institutionalization of football, it would
be helpful to investigate universities that perceived similar deficits on campus
(e.g., lack of community, low male enrollment), but instead decided to use other
resources (i.e., not football) to address these challenges. It may be possible that
other schools were able to identify other effective strategic resources to creatively
address their issues on campus, and those resources should be examined from a
competitive advantage perspective.

Universities that are pondering the addition of football to their athletic programs
must proceed cautiously, carefully, and have a true strategic direction guiding their
decision. First, schools must be aware and open with all the facts and details con-
cerning the risks and rewards of adding football, and make a sound decision that
is best for all stakeholders of the universities (e.g., students, faculty, staff, alumni).
For instance, students may be concerned with fee increases, while faculty and staff
might have concerns about how funding tradeoffs affect academics. Schools should
consider input from all of these groups. Second, while football may be indeed be a
strategic resource in some contexts (i.e., of value, nonimitable), it is imperative that
universities not automatically turn to this resource just because it has been effective for other universities. The sport of football is a popular and attractive investment for universities that seek financial gain, media exposure, and prestige. However, administrators must not be locked into institutionalization or “Keeping up with the Jones’s.” Instead they need to be diligent not to look only at one sport, facility, or initiative as the solution to their problems. By looking beyond football, schools may be able to identify other resources that would be truly strategic and give them the competitive edge that they seek in a crowded marketplace.
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